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1. Introduction
The first step in extracting hadron masses from lattice data is to determine the effective masses
and decay constants in lattice units (i.e. before any physical scale setting) along with their statistical
and systematic errors. To illustrate this for the case of pseudo-scalar mesons we use one ensemble
generated by the BMW-collaboration [1, 2] with N f = 2+ 1+ 1 quark flavours in the staggered
fermion representation with β = 4.0126 (or lattice spacing a ≈ 0.063 fm) and masses close to the
physical point. The six pseudo-scalar channels will be denoted by their valance quark content as
ll,ss,cc,ls,lc and sc. The raw correlator data come in N×T = 441×144 matrices, where
N is the number of configurations and T the temporal extent of the lattice. Because of the periodic
boundary conditions of the lattice, the data can be symmetrized (discarding the value at t = 0) to
reduce noise. Therefore the central value correlator C(t) that will be used in the analysis is given
by the mean over all configurations and is defined on t ∈ {1, . . . ,T/2 = 72}.
To calculate statistical errors and covariances we use the jackknife re-sampling technique.
First, to minimize the auto-correlation between subsequent configurations, the data is blocked into
n blocks of length `bin such that N = n · `bin +ndisc and the first ndisc configurations are discarded.
Each block is averaged to obtain the blocked valuesCbli (t), i∈{1, . . . ,n}, then the jackknife samples
are calculated according to
Cjki (t) =
1
n−1
n
∑
j 6=i
Cblj (t).
With them the squared jackknife errors are given by
σ2C(t) =
n−1
n
n
∑
i=1
(
Cjki (t)−
(
1
n
n
∑
j=1
Cjkj (t)
))2
·
[
N−ndisc
N
]
.
The last term in square brackets corrects for the discarded configurations. In Figure 1 the Jackknife
errors are plotted as functions of the block size `bin. When they reach a plateau the block size is
large enough for the blocks to be considered independent. In our case `bin = 14 was chosen.
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Figure 1: Correlator data after symmetrization about T/2 = 72 for the six pseudo-scalar channels, plotted
on a logarithmic scale (left). Jackknife errors σC at fixed t = 36 as a function of the block size (right). A
block size of 14 (indicated by the vertical lines) was chosen for the analysis.
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2. Local definitions of Meff an Feff
The effective mass Meff and effective decay constant Feff are extracted by fitting the correlator
C(t) itself or by fitting local definitions of Meff and Feff. Because we are analysing staggered
fermion data, the channels with a difference in quark masses (sc,lc,ls) exhibit an oscillatory
behaviour with period 2a (staggered fermion oscillations). Therefore we are specifically interested
in a local Meff, which is defined on two time-slices with distance 2a as this will smooth out these
oscillations considerably. We start by considering only the ground state and ignoring the periodic
boundary conditions. Thus we assume (for now) the following form for the correlator:
C(t) = Feff · e−Meff·t (2.1)
A suitable local value for Meff would then be the central derivative (cd) definition
M(cd)eff (t) =
lnC(t−a)− lnC(t+a)
2a
. (2.2)
More realistically the correlator has the form of a cosh function
C(t) = Feff
(
e−Meff·t + e−Meff·(T−t)
)
(2.3)
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Figure 2: Comparison of different definitions of the effective mass Meff and effective decay constant Feff for
the cc-channel (top left), ll-channel (top right), sc-channel (bottom left) and ls-channel (bottom right).
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due to the backwards propagating contribution and a nice definition for Meff(t) is [3]:
M(acosh)eff (t) =
1
2a
(
cosh−1
(
C(t−1)
C(T/2)
)
− cosh−1
(
C(t+1)
C(T/2)
))
. (2.4)
The corresponding F(cd)eff (t) and F
(acosh)
eff (t) are calculated by inverting equations (2.1) and (2.3) re-
spectively. In Figure 2 the two local definitions are compared. Especially in the channels involving
a light quark M(cd)eff falls off for t → T/2 and in the case of the pion channel (ll) it doesn’t even
form a plateau before doing so. The acosh-definition, on the other hand, seems to be doing a perfect
job. In the sc-channel, finally, we see the signature of insufficient solver precision for t→ T/2.
3. Fits of Meff(t), Feff(t) and C(t)
Having chosen a definition of Meff(t) and Feff(t) (we used the "acosh" definition for all chan-
nels) we first perform a constant fit inside the plateau region. In order to find a suitable fit range we
plot the Q value (see Figure 3) as an indicator of the quality of fit. We can then choose a suitable
fit range from somewhere near the middle of the triangular region of large Q-values. Similarly one
can plot the resulting fit parameters (i.e. c0 in this case) to make sure there are no jumps inside
this region. The Q-value is given by an incomplete Gamma-function Q = Γ
(
m
2 ,
χ2
2
)
/Γ
(m
2
)
with
m= (tmax− tmin+1)−npar, where npar is the number of parameters in the fit function.
After obtaining a first value for Meff and Feff from the constant fits, we expand our fit function to
include an exponentially decreasing term to take into account the contributions from excited states
(see Figure 4). This extends our triangle of good fit ranges considerably to smaller tmin (see Figure
3). For the channels with oscillatory behaviour (sc,lc,ls) an exponentially damped cosine term
should be included (see Figure 5).
With the values obtained from fitting Meff(t) and Feff(t) as initial values, the correlator itself can
be fitted. First only the ground state (one cosh function) and then including the first and maybe
the second excited state (two or three cosh functions). As before, in pseudo-scalar channels with
unequal quark masses, a cosine term is required (see Figure 6).
Figure 7 shows two examples of a summary plot to compare the values of Meff and Feff obtained
from the various fits to be used in the estimation of the systematic error.
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Figure 3: The Q-value as a function of the fit interval [tmin, tmax] for fits of Meff(t) in the cc-channel.
Constant fit function f (t) = c0 (left) and a fit function including contributions from excited states f (t) =
c0+ c1e−c2t (right). The Q-values are based on the uncorrelated χ2.
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Figure 4: Uncorrelated and correlated fits of Meff(t) in the cc-channel, using const: f (t) = c0 (left) and
constexp : f (t) = c0 + c1e−c2t (right). The final values of c0 (with error) and the local bias are also
indicated.
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Figure 5: Same as Figure 4 but in the sc-channel and thus with an oscillatory term. Hence the fit finctions
are constcos: f (t)= c0+c1e−c2t cos(pit) (left) and constexpcos: f (t)= c0+c1e−c2t+c3e−c4t cos(pit)
(right).
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Figure 6: Single-state fit without oscillation exp: f (t) = c0(e−c1t + e−c1(T−t)) (left) and two-state
fit including oscillations expexpcos: f (t) = c0(e−c1t + e−c1(T−t)) + c2(e−c3t + e−c3(T−t)) + c4(e−c5t +
e−c5(T−t))cos(pit) (right) of the correlator C(t) in the sc-channel. The bias (data minus fit) is shown in the
lower panels.
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Figure 7: Two examples of a summary plot, showing the values of the effective mass and effective decay
constant obtained from various fits. The labels const, constexp, constcos, constexpcos re-
fer to fits of Meff(t) and Feff(t), while exp, expexp, expcos, expexpcos refer to one- or two-state
fits of the Correlator C(t). The panels on the right show the t-ranges over which the fits were performed.
4. Synthetic data
In the plots above, both the results from correlated and uncorrelated fitting were shown. The
correlated fit either agrees with the uncorrelated one or it may deviate from the data quite consider-
ably. We have observed such large biases quite often in the correlated fits. They also exhibit erratic
behaviour under small changes of the fit range [tmin, tmax]. These are known issues with correlated
fitting [4, 5, 6, 7]. If the number of independent configurations n, that go into the calculation of the
sample covariance matrix, is not much larger than the length of the fitting interval p= tmax− tmin, it
will underestimate the errors of the fit parameters and will lead to a very badly conditioned covari-
ance matrix. The numerical inversion of such a badly conditioned matrix will lead to the biases in
the correlated fits. In our case p= 10∼ 30 and n= 31, hence we cannot expect correlated fitting to
work very well. To find out how accurate correlated fitting can be on data similar to ours, we gen-
erated synthetic correlator data with the same dimensions as in the analysis above. We used three
different methods to generate noise on top of the correlator, whose exact mass is known. In Figure
8 the biases of uncorrelated and correlated fits on the synthetic data sets are shown, depending on
the number of states in the data and in the fitting functions. The correlated fits always perform
worse than the uncorrelated ones, especially so when there are more states in the data than being
fitted, which is the more realistic case. We have also used a number of methods that somehow
truncate or modify the covariance matrix (see e.g. [8] and references therein). The results of two of
them are also shown in Figure 8, but none of them would improve on the uncorrelated results.
5. Conclusion
We compared a variety of fitting methods to extract effective masses and decay constants of
pseudo-scalar mesons from staggered fermion data. In practice correlated fitting can introduce large
biases and is less reliable than uncorrelated fitting. Using synthetic data, we showed that correlated
fitting cannot be expected to give satisfactory results for data similar to ours. All statistical errors
and covariances needed in a physics analysis can be obtained from the jackknife, even when using
only the results of uncorrelated fits.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the biases of uncorrelated and correlated fits. Shown are the absolute deviations
of the fit results for Meff from the true values in units of σ . Each data point corresponds to the mean of 50
sets of synthetic data. For the top left plot no correlation between different time slices has been generated.
For the top right plot the correlation is exponentially decreasing in ∆t. For the bottom plot the correlation
was generated by using the covariance matrices from actual simulated data (specifically the cc-channel
from before). The labels mcm1 and mcm2 stand for a method of simplifying the covariance matrix by only
keeping the largest one or two of its singular values. The labels on the x-axis indicate the number of states
in the data (left of the "/") and the number of states in the fit function (right of the "/").
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